
Don't start well and finish badly!
Quality matters. There is no point in printing a fantastic sign and cutting it poorly. 

Badly cut materials increase waste, reduce profits and disappoint customers.

it astounds me - 

The Evolution3 - improved finishing for perfect precision cutting every time!

Choose the Keencut Evolution3TM

“So absurdly useful, 
 - cannot be beaten!”
Lindsgraphics - USA

Find out more>

It’s 4 x faster than cutting by hand!

The Evolution3 is the fastest, most accurate and versatile cutter on the market.

So, impress your customers and increase your profits

  Contact us NOW!
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The Evolution3TM

4 times faster than cutting by hand
For those still cutting foam board by hand, the Evolution3 will produce four times more 
perfectly straight and perfectly finished boards, and one and a half times as many 
banners every day! 

 It’s the fastest, most accurate and versatile cutter on the market
 

• Fast, single-handed alignment of materials (patented Lift-and-Hover)
• Straightforward use by one operator
• Simple set-up guarantees identical boards
• Cuts without dust or debris 
• No electrics and virtually no maintenance
• Quick change tools for future-proof design

So, do you want to create 4 times more perfect signs every day? 

“It’s very, very simple to use 
and it makes a massive 
difference to our productivity.”
JDP Solutions - England

Find out more>

  Contact us NOW!
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Made by Keencut, the world’s leading cutter bar manufacturer, the award-winning 
Evolution3 is for faster, safer, precision cutting - no mistakes - no waste!

It cuts cleanly through rigid, semi-rigid and flexible materials - that's one machine to 
cut everything from 13mm (1/2") PVC foam board to delicate fabrics!

If you are still cutting by hand, the Evolution3 will 
increase your productivity by 4 times

 when cutting PVC foam board. 

It's unique features make it the most advanced and easiest to use manual cutter on 
the market.

With the Evolution3 you get rapid payback, great versatility and improved finishing for 
perfect precision cutting every time!

So, do you want to create 4 times more perfect signs every day? 

      Choose the Evolution3TM

‘I honestly would be 
lost without it!’
Signworks - Scotland

Find out more>

  Contact us NOW!
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